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What is Vertical Garden & Vertical Landscape

A garden in which the plants are supported to grow along vertical,
often tiered surfaces, especially fences, posts, trellises, and walls,
rather than along the ground.

Vertical landscapes are areas of vegetation (growing plants) growing
directly on the facade of a building or on separate structural systems;
they are usually made up of modular units, vegetated mats, or trellises
attached to structural walls, frames, or panels.
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History of Vertical Garden

The concept of the vertical garden dates back to 600 BC with the
Hanging Gardens of Babylon, one of the seven wonders of the ancient
world. Romans used to train grapevines, on garden trellises and on
villa walls, climbing roses were the symbols of secret gardens.

In 1937 “Stanley Hart White” an American Landscape architect
refined the vertical garden typology with his patent for the
"vegetation-Bearing Architectonic Structure and System (1938)" in
which he outlined the scope for a new field of vegetation-bearing
architecture



Advantages of Vertical Gardening

 Cleans interior air space by removing Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and other harmful toxins
like benzene and formaldehyde, its Cleans outdoor pollutants air, dust and offsets the carbon footprint
of people and fuel emissions.

 Improves thermal efficiency of the building by reducing the ambient temperature by Insulating and
cools the building envelope results reduces urban heat island effect and smog. It has been reported that
Green walls can reduce the surface temperature of buildings by as much as 15.2 degree Centigrade.

 Vertical gardens reduce ambient noise, it acts as a sound proofing barrier.
 Reduce stress, enhance employee morale results boost in productivity, it was found that participants

with natural elements in their work environments reported a 15% higher level of wellbeing, 6% higher
level of productivity, and 15% higher level of creativity than without natural elements.

 Creates habitats for birds and beneficial insects, increasing biodiversity.
 This is not only because of the beauty that plants bring to our surroundings, but also due to the

evidence that there are many health and wellness benefits to incorporating biophilic design into our
everyday lives, Vertical Garden offers a powerful “healing environment” results speeds recovery time
for patients through biophilia.

 Not suitable for big plants (Mango, Oak etc) as structure can’t support heavy loads.
 Vertical landscaping tends to require more maintenance.
 High Cost incurred.
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Disadvantages of Vertical Gardening
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Types of Vertical Garden

 Green wall /vertical wall/ Living wall
 Canvas
 Curtain type
 String type
 Tower type
 Stud type
 Customized type

Type : Canvas

Type : String

Type : Curtain
Type : StudType : Tower



Typical Green wall OR Living Wall
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Vertical Gardening



Feasibility Study

Before installing any living wall, it is critical to understand numerous aspects, including vertical surface
condition, vertical surface direction, living wall height, sun light intensity, wind speed, and so on. Plants
and soils are chosen for each project depending on light conditions, Temperature, humidity, wind speed, PH
value, TDS, Soil texture and other factors. Following the collection of all data, Expert decides the plants that
are ideal for that specific environment. Plant selection can also be done with the help of specially designed
software.

The cost of a project is usually calculated using a BOM (Bill of Material) template and cost may be per square
feet wise or a fixed lumpsum amount depends on the type of vertical garden.

Post calculation of cost, it’s the time to communicate the project cost with client and get budget approval.
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Project cost Estimation and Budget Approval process

LUX meterTDS meter Humidity meterAnemometer Compass



Planning of Vertical Garden

Any project involving the installation of a green wall must have proper planning and implementation.
Project planning is a discipline that deals with how to finish a project in a specific period, typically with
specified stages and resources. During this phase, the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is primarily built
using all inputs and parameters available.
Vertical Gardening project planning divides the activity into these steps

 Identifying the deliverables (Size of the VG, types of plants needed, Geographical condition etc.)
 Resource engagement (Who will do what ?)
 Procurement of the rawmaterials (Panels, Plants, growingmedia, Dripping system etc.)
 Scheduling of the project (State date, end date, status & tracking)
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Design of Vertical Garden
On a larger scale, inspiration is drawn from natural shapes and settings where these types of plants
originated, and on a smaller scale, each species is provided a context in which to develop its features,
resulting in a one-of-a-kind garden with plenty of substance, surprise, and variation. The strategy for
external and interior walls will be different during the design process.

Once the plants have been selected, create the blueprints and artistic renderings of the future green wall.
The representations will also give an idea of the overall patterns and colours of the completed living
artwork. Moreover, maximize the number of species that are best at improving indoor air quality. Special
software can be used to simulate the pattern of vertical garden before actual installation



Fully automated IoT controlled Green Wall (Commercial) – Layout Diagram 
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Installation of Vertical Garden

Installation of Panels
Installation of dripping connection
Installation of Plants
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Installation of Panels: The supporting
structures are very important for the
construction of vertical gardens and are
used depending upon the design of
vertical gardens may be exterior or
interior. There are different types of
supporting structures like PVC panel &
Boards, Felt etc. PVC panels which need
to be mount on Aluminium frame. It
gives an even distribution of panels over
the surface and provides mechanical
support for the plants as they grow
attached to the felt. The entire
construction is very light – less than
30kg/m2 including plants. To maintain
this weight limitation hybrid soil
normally used which is filled with plant
growth nutrients.

Installation of Dripping Connection:
The most often used method for any sort of green
wall is a drip irrigation system because it is almost
impossible to manually water large numbers of
plants.
Dripping systems might be automated or manual.
After drip pipe installation, a hole must be punched
in the main line to allow the dripper to be pushed
into the main drip line.
The design of the green wall and plant category
completely determines the number of drippers and
their connectivity connections.



Maintenance frequency and complexity: Vertical gardens require regular maintenance
because of the living plants. The time of maintenance may depend upon the climate,
type of vertical garden, and plant variety. So, it is generally related to diversity and
irrigation systems.

Watering systems difficulties: Another difficulty is that you have to set up an irrigation
system for which you can choose an automatic timing device. But often the failure to
work on timemay cause problems in terms of time and expense.

Plant Root damage due to excessive watering: Another risk of vertical gardening is that
it can hold moisture in the potting mix and can promote rot if the planters are not
installed properly.

Selection of proper plant :They Can Damage Your Home if You Choose the Wrong Plants.
If living walls aren’t properly maintained, dry and dead plants can create a serious fire

risk, as can artificial green walls. Back in 2012, a fire at a local bar in Sydney prompted
calls for green wall regulation around building and fire safety codes
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Risk consideration



Post Installation support & Maintenance
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Only installation of the structure and planting the plants in modules is not enough, A green wall is a living
wall therefore it recommend at least one or two maintenance sessions each month and more in case of very
hot weather.

• Inspection of the structure
• Trim and pruning of the plants.
• Check the light intensity, For shade/semi shade plants the minimum of light is 1500 lux. The absorption of

light by the chlorophyll pigments in the leaves is essential to photosynthesis and plant health.
• Periodic check up of plant health and feed with right amount of nutrients (Micro & Macro) as required, In

the open system it is even possible to install an automatic fertiliser dispenser.
• Periodic check on the irrigation system, add water every few weeks in a closed system, clean the filters and

the tank every quarter.
• Monitor the moisture level of the growing medium and manually activate the irrigation system if

necessary. For automated system increase or decrease watering frequency to maintain correct moisture
level throughout the year.

• Periodic spraying of pesticides as required. Neem based / Herbal based pesticides the most recommended
one.



Case Study – Green wall Installation

Use case description: Mr. Bhagat
has a deep enthusiasm for plants
and wants to landscape one of
his three-bedroom flat's
balconies. He provided a balcony
sketch and a few pictures and
requested to beautifies his
balcony with living wall which
can be controlled from mobile
base application to monitor
plants and automate the plants
watering system if he's out of
station for X number of days.
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Installation of 30 Square feet Green Wall @ South Kolkata

Inputs : “Naturewall Solution” is a service provider and specialize in converting vertical surfaces into
livingwall, adding greenery to living rooms, kitchen ,balconies & terrace farming.



Feasibility study & Scope finalization
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Feasibility study & Scope finalization: After receiving the request, an expert from "Naturewall solution," Mr.
Rakesh, went to Mr. Bhagat's house and carefully studied the balcony drawing. He found one wall that was
approximately 30 square feet in size ( 5ft * 6 ft) and suitable for a green wall. He also recorded light intensity,
TDS, PH level, EC, and wind speed. Based on his experience, he decided on the list of plants that would grow
well on this green wall.

Rakesh feeds the data, like dimension of the
GreenWall, height of the unit from ground
into estimation template which calculates the
price for building this Greenwall as per BOM
(Bill of material) which is already feeds into
Estimation Template. Quotation, terms &
Conditions shared with Client for approval and
signoff.
Payment term : 60% of the payment on
advance rest 40% after completion of the
project.

Project cost Estimation and Budget Approval

IoT

Typical Estimation Template



Planning of GreenWall installation
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Post receiving of Advance payment (as per terms and
conditions) from Client, Rakesh immediately connected
with Store to check the inventory and pass the
information to Planning department who starts
preparing WBS (Work Breakdown structure),which
captures planned start data of the project, end date,
ownership, and duration.
Next step to communicated to client about the project
start date & end date based on client availability. Typical WBS Template

Designing of GreenWall
By using proprietary software tools to generate number of simulated patterns and share with Client for
finalization of Greenwall pattern.

Pattern Generation Application Pattern#1 Pattern#2 Pattern#3 Pattern#4



Growing media preparation
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Cocopeat, Perlite, Sphagnum moss, vermiculite, vermicompost, leaf molds are the common media used to
prepare base of the growing media. Generally, Soil in not used since it increases the weight of the Greenwalls. Post
preparation of basemedia, Macro andMicronutrients need to be added as required.

Macronutrients Components: Calcium, Carbon, Hydrogen, Magnesium, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium, Sulphur.
Micronutrients Components: Boron, Chlorine, Cobalt, Copper, Iron, Manganese, Molybdenum, Zinc

Installation of GreenWall

Installation of Panels : Installation of drip connection :



IoT interface Configuration - Support & Maintenance
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Only
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Actual pictures – Post Installation

Before After

Simulated pattern 
as finalized by Client

Actual picture after 
Installation
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Naturewall SolutionNaturewall Solution

Web     :  www.naturewall.in
Email us:  naturewallsolution@gmail.com
Contact us : +91-7875757952

Web     :  www.naturewall.in
Email us:  naturewallsolution@gmail.com
Contact us : +91-7875757952

1. Fundamentals of Home Brewing – Make your own Wine.
2. Home brewing – Deep inside
3. Fundamentals of Hydroponics – Grow your own vegetables.
4. Organic Farming for Sustainable Agricultural Production.
5. Vertical Gardening - Installation with IoT enablled maintenance
6. Kite Flying – An art of socializing --- Event management
7. BBQ on Spot --- Event management
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